VISTARA
EDITORIAL
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Smarter, Better, Stronger:
A new chapter

his is a very special issue of
Vistara’s inflight magazine. We
are delighted to be celebrating our
first anniversary this month. On
January 9 last year, the maiden
flight of Vistara soared to the skies and along
with that the hopes of Indian air travellers
soared too. Vistara promised to bring joy
back to flying in India. And true to our brand
promise, we have transformed the flying
experience from merely transactional to
being seamless and personalised.
Our unmatched On-Time Performance
(OTP) and steady stream of positive
feedback from customers culminated in
the coveted Condé Nast Traveller Readers’
Travel Awards. We were bestowed Silver
for the best domestic airline in India. We
could not be more thrilled and humbled
at the same time. The cherry on the cake
was the one million customer milestone

that we crossed just a few weeks back!
Our progress in the last 12 months has
been extraordinary – nine aircraft, 12
destinations, over 300 weekly frequencies
and more than 800 employees. The picture
on this page features our crew members,
all beaming in the glow of a successful first
year of operation. We have come a long
way and we have covered so much ground
in such a short span of time. It is you who
made it possible for us by being a significant
part of our journey.
In this anniversary issue, we celebrate
our journey – eventful, rewarding and
boundless. The number ‘12’ receives special
mention in this magazine as Vistara grew its
footprint to cover 12 destinations in India in
just 12 months. We bring to you a portrait
of each of these 12 destinations – etched by
famous people for whom the place holds a
distinctive charm (pages 36 to 96).

Also featured are 12 young friends whose
lives Vistara had the privilege of touching.
Find out how the children from the Salaam
Baalak Trust, who flew on Vistara’s
inaugural flight, have been fostering their
dreams, day after day of the year (pages 16
and 17). Their dreams were matched with
Vistara’s own.
Vistara’s strategic pillars – service
excellence, operational excellence and
cost leadership – have been and will be
the foundation of our success. As we forge
ahead in 2016, we continue to work hard and
build on our strong foundation. We strive to
consistently offer you a truly personalised
and seamless flying experience, delivered
with intuitive thoughtfulness.
We wish you a wonderful journey and a
splendid New Year.
Team Vistara

Vistara anniversary contest
Hidden in the pages of this Vistara magazine are a set of questions, all of which have the same answer. Find the
and send your answer to inflightmag@airvistara.com. Winners will win exciting gifts.
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The
Onederful Year
Celebrations
As we turn one, our esteemed customers can
enjoy a plethora of discounts and giveaways as
a part of our anniversary celebrations

A

s Vistara celebrates its first
anniversary on January 9, we
are grateful for the support of
our partners and customers
who have made it possible for
us to achieve so much in just a year. With
307 weekly frequencies and a fleet of nine
aircraft, we have indeed come a long way.
Crossing the one million customer mark
in this short span of time is a recent feat
which fills us with pride.
To ensure everyone gets to join in
the celebrations, special discounts
were rolled out December onwards.
A precursor to the birthday was the
#TheOnederfulYear Sale.
Lucky customers who booked Vistara
flights till December 20 will enjoy a flat
25% off on Vistara flights for travel all the
way till April 2016. Watch out for many
exciting festivities planned on our social
media channels, colourful baggage tags
and décor at all the airports.
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One million
flyers.
One grand
celebration.

There is a lot in store to usher in the
New Year with the Onederful Year
celebrations. A special giveaway for
everyone flying with us on our birthday is
just one of them. The customised logo unit
is a celebration of the memorable year we
have had. Created in the Vistara brand
colours of Aubergine and Gold, the logo
depicts a larger than life number one,
symbolic of the larger than life year that
went by. The gold tail of a Vistara aircraft
represents Vistara cruising onwards to
even greater heights.

appellateauthority@airvistara.com
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Give them wings and
watch them fly

O

n January 9, 2015, 12
children who had never
seen the inside of an aircraft
experienced their first ever
air journey on Vistara’s
maiden flight from Delhi to Mumbai.
The residents of the shelters run by the
Salaam Baalak Trust across NCR, the
children were between six and 12 years.
Awe at their wish to fly being granted
was writ large on their face. The excited
chatter among them grew frenzied as
they reached the boarding gate.

The enthralled bunch was the first to
board the inaugural Vistara flight. Their
day was packed as they landed in Mumbai
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and were taken for a tour of Terminal 2
of the airport. A round of snacks was
followed by a magic show. It was time,
then, to head back to Delhi, flying for a
second time in a day, having ticked off
another item on their wish lists.
A year later, we spoke with these 12
children, eager to learn how their lives
and dreams have shaped over these
last 12 months. Much like Vistara,
the children have come a long way
since their first flight. Each one of
them remembered their experience
vividly, especially the part about eating
strawberry ice-cream or the “best kathi
roll ever” on the flight.

The youngest of the group Manika* is
now seven. The bright eyed, petite girl
has made up her mind, over the last
year, to become a doctor. Her friend
Smiley*, a year older, has a steely look
on her face that far belies her age as
she tells us that she too has figured
out the ideal profession for herself – a
policewoman who can help people.
Sunny*, 11 years old, discovered
his love for athletics some time back
and says his life has undergone a sea
change in the last 12 months. He is less
aggressive now, channelling his energies
in winning as many gold medals as he
can in the Delhi State Track & Field

competitions in the 300 metres and 500
metres races in the Under 12 category.
There are three gold medals in his kitty
already and he is now training hard to
bag a podium place at the national level.
Sunny’s ultimate dream, of course, is to
“beat Usain Bolt’s record” – he declares
with an impish grin.
All of 10 years, Surinder* is a bright
boy who hasn’t allowed thalassaemia to
get in the way of his living his life to the
fullest. Very good at his studies, he has
also won laurels for karate and singing
in this one year. Still deliberating
between choosing to be a singer or
a karate expert when he grows up,
Surinder hopes to find his answer soon.

As for 10-year-old Sowmya*,
her encounter with the
magician in Mumbai has
evoked in her the desire to
learn the ropes of illusion

Rajesh*, also 12, has honed his singing
talent in the last 12 months. So much
so that he performed at the Salaam
Baalak Trust’s recently held annual
fundraiser – an honour meted out to
a talented few. Proving his mettle in
the art of Taekwondo, 11-year-old
Himmat* won the Delhi State Level
Blue Belt championship recently and
is now aiming for a position at the
national level.
Eleven-year-old Sanjay* literally
stood out in the crowd. He was part of
a children’s group scene in the movie
Bhaag Milkha Bhaag when he caught
the eye of casting director Shoaib
Lokhandwala. He cast Sanjay in his
documentary, shooting for which was
recently wrapped up. Sanjay is full of
stories about his role and experience
starring in the documentary.
Eleven-year-old Jivvi* was left quite
impressed with the attentive service
delivered by Vistara crew members

during the flight. “I want to be an
airhostess but I don’t know if I can
work so hard,” she says, candidly. A
little cajoling and she agrees to put in
her best efforts to pursue her dream.
Nurturing her mother’s dream for her
is 10-year-old Lata*, who wants to don
a pilot’s uniform. Her flight with Vistara
on January 9, 2015 strengthened her
resolve even more, and she is working
hard to excel in her studies as well as
in co-curricular activities.
For Farah, also 10, the drawing classes
she has been taking over the last one
year is “the best thing that happened
to her”. She quips that she loves art,
and tells us animatedly about the art

competition she won in school recently,
when she drew “the national bird, the
national flag and the national animal
of India”. The prize was special too, as
she got a big box full of art supplies,
guaranteed to keep her busy for the
months to come!
As for 10-year-old Sowmya*, her
encounter with the magician in
Mumbai has evoked in her the desire
to learn the ropes of illusion. And while
she hasn’t learnt how to fly a plane
using magic as yet, she has brushed
up her singing skills immensely. And
she sums it all up succinctly with her
favourite song, which goes Aashiyana
mera saath tere hai na, dhoondte tera
khuda, mujhko rabb mila…
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* Names changed to protect the identity of the children

“The last year has been a turning point
for me,” says Rahil*, who is 12, and
much calmer than he was in January
last year. He is now striving to become a
doctor in the army so that he can “help
the people who keep our country safe”.
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Flat 10% off on entire
Drinks, Books and
Souvenirs category.

Flat 20% on purchases
made at Foodstreet at
Delhi Terminal 3.

Flat 20% on purchases
made at Vaango, Delhi
Terminal 3.

Flat 15% off on food bill
(excluding taxes).

`600 of on Myles
self-drive.
(code MVO500).

30% discount on 60 or
90 mins spa therapy.

Two complimentary
mocktails /cocktails /
IMFL drinks with every
buffet meal.

Get exclusive benefits even
after your flight
Presenting Boarding Pass Exclusives! Now, flash
your boarding pass within seven days of your travel
at our partner brands and enjoy exciting offers

20% discount on Best
Available Rate by
using Promo Code
“ZSUP20VIST” on
booking Ginger Hotel.
Bookings to be done at
www.gingerhotels.com,
Ginger Call Centre or
directly at the hotels.

1. Friday Seafood
Nights - dinner buffet
at Spectra.
One-for-one offer.
2. Weekend Bhoj at
Diya. On Saturdays,
one-for-one offer on
any package.
3. Lungo Pranzo
Dominica at Zanotta.
On Saturdays,
one-for-one offer.
4. Spa massage/
treatments. Onefor-one offer on any
treatment/ massage
packages.

Buy Any Pizza
worth `350 and Get
Breadsticks free worth
`116 at Delhi Terminal 3.
`500 off Carzonrent premium
chauffeur drive service outstation
booking. (code CVO500).

5% off on transaction of `10,000 and above (Max
discount: `1,000), excluding Airport stores.

PACKAGE FOR 1*
Beer & Burger combo for INR 599 only
PACKAGE FOR 2*
2 Margaritas or 2 Imported Beer+ 1 Starter + 2
Main Course + 1Dessert for INR 1,999 only
Exclusive 36% off on any
Spa services.
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Flat 15% off on food
bill (excluding taxes).

Offer applicable only in Delhi NCR restaurants
*All Inclusive - T&C Apply

20% discount on Body
Massages
20% flat discount on Suites
and Villas
20% off on Beverages at the
Bar on all days before 7 pm

VISTARA
EXPERIENCE

Products & Services
We push the boundaries of air travel, keeping you at the very centre of our endeavours. Our enterprising spirit, blended
with traditional Indian hospitality will ensure every journey you take with us is a truly enjoyable experience and a feeling
like no other. When you fly Vistara, you fly the new feeling. Welcome aboard.
BUSINESS
Customers in Business Class can
revel in our ultra-luxurious seats,
which boast of a wide seat back
and comfortable recline. Ergonomic
seat features such as extendable leg
rest, footrest and adjustable winged
headrest are also available to adjust
your seating comfort. In addition,
you can find some personal storage
space located at the side of your seat,
with enough room for small items like
your glasses, a gadget or a book. The
interplay between the royal purple
and calm grey hues of our cabin
evokes a sense of tranquility, so that
you reach your destination feeling
rejuvenated.

PREMIUM ECONOMY

CABIN BAGGAGE
Business,
Premium Economy
and Economy Class
customers are
entitled to one item of
cabin baggage. This
excludes handbags
and laptops. Each
bag should weigh
no more than 7 kg
with the combined
length, width and
height of each bag not
exceeding
115 cm (45 inches).
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Be a class ahead when you fly with us
in our exclusive Premium Economy
section. With up to 20 per cent more
legroom for each seat, enjoy the
increased sense of well-being that
comes with having that much more
personal space. Thoughtful touches
such as the specially designed and
tested seat bottom cushions for
improved comfort, winged headrests
and long armrests allow for further
relaxation on your journeys with us.

ECONOMY
Our Economy Class cabin is anything
but ordinary. Upholstered in
genuine leather, the seats set a new
benchmark in style and comfort. Your
comfort is our priority, that is why we
have taken special care to style the
seats to further maximise knee and
legroom space.

MEALS & DINING
Aboard our flights, be taken on an
exciting gastronomic adventure
when you partake of the innovative
culinary selections which our
experts have specially developed
for your enjoyment. Business Class
customers are treated to a fine
dining experience amongst the
clouds with the use of fine linen and
bone china tableware. Our Premium
Economy and Economy sections
can look forward to wholesome and
satisfying meals along with a range
of beverages, all served by our
engaging cabin crew. Customers
with specific dietary requirements
can select from a wide range of
special meals, which are available
for booking up to 24 hours prior to
flight departure.

PORTABLE ELECTRONIC
DEVICES
While the use of PEDs such as
mobile phones, tablets and laptops
is permitted on our aircraft, these
must always be switched off and
stowed away during taxi, take-off
and landing. When in use during
boarding or inflight, regulations
require that PEDs are to be placed
in flight safe or airplane mode with
all transmitting functions (GSM,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) disabled.
For safety reasons, customers may
be asked to stop the use of PEDs at
any point of the flight journey. We
seek your cooperation to comply
with the instructions by our crew.
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Club Vistara
As a Club Vistara member, you will be entitled to a number of benefits (see table below) which have been
crafted to enhance your travel experience. Progression through the three status tiers - Base, Silver and Gold results in added privileges that will elevate your check-in and boarding experience, to make you feel exclusive
right from the beginning of your journey.

BENEFITS
Earn
Points
on All
Flights*

Exclusive
Offers and
Promotions

Access and
Management
of Your
Account
Information
Online

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

GOLD

✓

Priority
Airport
Standby

✓

Increased
Baggage
Allowance

Priority
Priority
Airport Boarding
Check-in
&
Priority
Baggage
Handling

+10 kg

Business
Class
Counter

+5 kg

Premium
Economy
Counter

✓

Priority
Waitlist
Clearance

Tier
Bonus
Points

Points
Earned
Per
100 INR

Lounge
Access

Access to
Partner
Lounges

Guaranteed
Reservations
For Economy
Class

Dedicated
Club Vistara
Helpline

Up to 48
Hours Prior*

✓

✓

+2

7

✓

+1

6

✓

5

✓

SILVER

✓
What, according to Greek mathematician and philosopher Pythagoras, had divine and mystical meanings?

BASE

✓

*Please refer to Club Vistara Terms & Conditions to learn more.
www.airvistara.com/club-vistara

EARN CV POINTS WITH SINGAPORE AIRLINES & SILKAIR
Club Vistara members can now earn Club Vistara (CV) points for flights on our two new partners, Singapore Airlines and SilkAir.
CV points earned will be based on distance flown*. Please refer to the table below to for calculating CV Point accruals.

Operating Carrier

• To earn CV points on Singapore
Airlines and SilkAir flights, CV
membership number must
be furnished at the time of
booking or check-in.

Premium Economy/Economy Class

Business Class

Suites/First Class

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

R, F, A - 150%

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

Not Applicable

• Bookings must be
made in the name
as it appears in
passport and CV
membership records.

• It will take up to
four weeks after
the flight for the CV
points to be credited
into CV accounts.

• To check if the CV points
have been credited, CV
members can login at
‘My Account’ on airvistara.
com/trip/club-vistara

• All queries regarding
points earned with
our partners will be
handled by
Club Vistara.

*”Distance flown” means the calculated distance between origin and destination, as determined by Vistara in its sole discretion, regardless of the actual distance travelled.
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Redeeming CV Points
Redeeming Club Vistara points is as easy as earning them. You can choose from a host of destinations and
use your Club Vistara points to book an award flight on Vistara or our other airline partners’ network.

CLUB VISTARA AWARD CHART
CV Points Required

Origin

Destination

Delhi

Ahmedabad

4000

5000

15000

ü

Delhi

Bagdogra

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Bengaluru

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Goa

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Guwahati

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Hyderabad

5000

6000

20000

ü

Delhi

Lucknow

4000

5000

15000

ü

Delhi

Mumbai

5000

6000

20000

ü

Delhi

Pune

5000

6000

20000

ü

Mumbai

Bengaluru

5000

6000

20000

ü

Mumbai

Goa

4000

5000

15000

ü

Bagdogra

Guwahati

4000

5000

15000

ü

Economy

Premium Economy

Business

Govt. Taxes As Applicable

REDEMPTION PROCESS
To redeem your Club Vistara points, follow the steps mentioned below:

1. Refer to the award chart
to know the number of
CV points required for
the destination you want
to travel to.
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2. Connect with us through
our Customer Service
Centre (CSC) at 1860 108
9999 to redeem your CV
points for booking.

3. Mention your Club Vistara
membership number along with
date of travel, origin-destination,
cabin class and preferred time for
the flight you wish to book.

4. Our CSC will take
the request and
follow the required
procedures to issue
your ticket.

5. Should you wish to make changes
to your award flight booking, our
CSC will be able to assist you in
the same.

6. For more details, please
log on to our website
airvistara.com.

AXE BRAND
UNIVERSAL OIL

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel

VISTARA
EXPERIENCE

One year. One million happy
customers. One grand celebration.
It is a brand new year. It is a brand new phase for Vistara

year ago, two iconic brands,
Tata Sons and Singapore
Airlines, gave wings to their
dream of changing the way
Indian customers experience
air travel. And a Star was born.

A

could ever imagine. A destination that
goes beyond just places, but connects
you to where you want to be in the
journey of your life. We, at Vistara, on
our first year anniversary, are happy
to play our part in that journey.

Our name ‘Vistara’ alludes to the
limitless possibilities which mirror
our ambitions, just like the unbounded
vastness of the sky. Each flight
is beautiful as it soars above the
unencumbered earth. It is about flying
towards a destination bigger than we

We have a lot going on to mark this
joyous occasion – the completion
of our Onederful year. Everyone’s
invited for the grand celebration with
Vistara. You can enjoy our attractive
discounts, exciting offers and also
witness interesting performances

Vistara Journey
Milestones achieved in the last
one year
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August 11, 2014

TATA SIA christen
the airline

organised in Vistara’s hub, Gurgaon.
You will also experience visual treats
at our destination airports, and a lot
more during this month.
We are also pleased to introduce our
musical logo – the Vistara Mogo. It is
a soothing musical expression that is
contemporary and signifies the quality
of our airline, which is constantly
adapting to meet the needs of our
customers. You can now listen to our
Mogo on-board Vistara. The year 2015
will always remain special and be

September 25, 2014

Vistara takes delivery of its
first Airbus A320 aircraft

cherished by us. From the launch of
our first flight from Delhi to Mumbai on
January 9, our progress in the last 12
months is no less than extraordinary.
Today, Vistara covers 12 destinations,
almost 50 flights every day, over 300
weekly frequencies, bolstered by more
than 800 employees. And the best part?
We crossed the milepost of one million
happy customers last month! We are
scaling summit after summit steadily
and consistently.
Vistara is uniquely different from other
airlines as reflected in the innovations
we have introduced across our
product and service offerings. Vistara
is the first full service carrier in India
to introduce the ‘Premium Economy’
class. Our inflight experience
delights customers with comfortable
seats, spacious interiors, innovative
meals and high level of service
standards. The value-based frequent
flyer programme, Club Vistara, is
another feature appreciated by our
valued customers.
There was lots to keep us on our toes,
as we expanded our network steadily,

October 08, 2014

Vistara becomes the first
airline in India to implement
Amadeus’ airline IT solutions

established a state-of-the-art training
institute (Aviation Security Training
Institute), and partnered with the
Flywings Simulator Training Centre
for a premier training experience for
our pilots and crew. We also partnered
with Japan Airlines and appointed
Sharaf Travels as our GSA for GCC
region, expanding our presence in
international markets. More strategic

Vistara has changed
the perception
and expectation of
every traveller
liaisons include a tie-up with Axis
Bank for a co-branded credit card to
benefit Club Vistara customers and
an innovative Fly and Stay offer with
Taj Vivanta, Gurgaon and Taj Holidays
to help our valued customers ‘Arrive
Fresh’ at their destination.
There are many exciting new
developments on the horizon – extension
of our Inflight Entertainment to all
cabin classes, a swanky new exclusive

lounge at New Delhi International
airport, increased frequencies to our
existing destinations, new partnerships
and more.
True to our brand promise, Vistara has
changed the perception and expectation
of every traveller. Our OTP, consistently
the industry’s best, heart-warming
feedback from customers and validation
in the form of the coveted Condé Nast
Traveller Readers’ Travel Award – Silver
for the best domestic airline – these
achievements evoke a sense of pride and
the tenacity to exceed our customers’
expectations.
We are young, agile, innovative and
capable of breaking outdated conventions
to redefine the flying experience. We
are focussing on customer feedback on
a regular basis and are open to make
changes in our approach if that is what
our customers want. As you continue to
be a part of Vistara’s journey this year,
we promise to serve you even better
with each opportunity we get. Wishing
you a very Happy New Year. Let’s create
many more beautiful moments in the
sky together.

October 15, 2014

Vistara unveils its first
A320 aircraft with livery
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EXPERIENCE

Flight Schedule
Origin

Ahmedabad to Delhi

Delhi to Ahmedabad

Weekly Frequency

14

7

Bengaluru to Mumbai

7

Mumbai to Bengaluru

Delhi to Bhubaneswar

Bhubaneswar to Delhi

Delhi to Goa

Goa to Delhi

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

UK 990

0950

1130

7

UK 990

1000

1130

123456

UK 968

1935

2105

Daily

UK955

0745

0915

Daily

UK969

1720

1855

Daily

UK 876

1935

2220

Daily

UK 875

0950

1135

123456

UK 875

1100

1240

7

UK 889

0625

0910

123456

UK 889

0735

1015

7

UK 850

1715

1855

Daily

UK 733

0735

0940

Daily

UK 7814

1625

1835

12345

UK 7813

1625

1835

23467

UK 732

1025

1235

Daily

UK 7624

1920

2125

12345

UK 7623

1920

2125

23467

UK 847

1110

1345

Daily

UK8771

1350

1630

1567

UK8772

1350

1630

67

UK 862

1425

1715

Daily

Uk 8781

1710

1955

1567

UK 8782

1710

1955

67

14

Bengaluru to Delhi

Delhi to Bengaluru

Flight No.

7

7

12

12

9

9

Delhi to Bagdogra

7

UK 765

1225

1435

Daily

Bagdogra to Guwahati

7

UK 765

1515

1620

Daily

Guwahati to Delhi

7

UK 765

1705

1930

Daily

UK 829

0640

0850

123456

Delhi to Hyderabad

13
UK 879

1650

1900

Daily

UK830

0930

1140

123456

UK 870

1940

2150

Daily

Hyderabad to Delhi
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13

Origin

Weekly Frequency

Flight No.

Delhi to Lucknow

7

UK 970

Lucknow to Delhi

7

Delhi to Mumbai

Arrival

Days of Operations

1210

1320

Daily

UK 933

1400

1505

Daily

UK975

0605

0810

123456

UK943

0725

0940

Daily

UK 997

0825

1040

Daily

UK995

1105

1320

Daily

UK 9933

1350

1605

12345

UK 9934

1350

1605

Daily

UK933

1555

1810

Daily

UK979

1810

2020

Daily

UK 9813

2015

2230

Daily

UK 9814

2015

2230

12345

UK930

0750

1005

123456

UK 970

0855

1055

Daily

UK994

1025

1240

Daily

UK 944

1420

1630

Daily

UK 998

1150

1355

Daily

UK 980

1930

2145

Daily

UK 9963

1735

1950

12345

UK 9964

1735

1950

Daily

UK 9883

2100

2305

Daily

UK 9884

2100

2305

12345

53

Mumbai to Delhi

1

Departure

53

Delhi to Pune

7

UK991

1710

1925

Daily

Pune to Delhi

7

UK992

2005

2215

Daily

Delhi to Varanasi

7

UK 990

1250

1415

Daily

Varanasi to Delhi

7

UK 969

1455

1620

Daily

Goa to Mumbai

7

UK 996

1525

1635

Daily

Mumbai to Goa

7

UK 820

1325

1445

Daily

Till January 11

January 12 onwards

2

3

Till January 8

January 9 onwards

4

Schedule is subject to change without prior notice
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TRENDING
DIARY

Rich confluence of music & dance
The fourth edition of Sirpur International Dance and Music Festival
promises to be a grand cultural extravaganza

O

n the bank of river
Mahanadi, Sirpur near
Raipur in Chhattisgarh
is
an
extraordinarily
beautiful travel experience
that takes one back in time.
Every year in January, the town’s
rich heritage becomes a canvas to
the Sirpur International Dance and
Music Festival. Against the backdrop
of the famous Laxman Temple – an
architectural masterpiece dating back
to the 7th century – internationally
acclaimed artistes join local artistes
for a cultural extravaganza that
goes on for three days. The fourth
edition of this festival will be held
from January 29 - 31, 2016. Organised
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by the Chhattisgarh Tourism Board, the
festival offers a first-hand experience
of the vibrant mix of art, music and
dance and attracts artistes, both homegrown and foreign. In the past, a host
of national and international artistes
have graced the festival alongside the
local ones.
The Sirpur International Dance and
Music Festival is greatly appreciated
by international ambassadors and
higher officials from the Republic
of Korea, Lao People’s Democratic
Republic, Vietnam and Sri Lanka,
who acknowledge it as a centre of
international culture and celebration.
So much so that in just three years, the
festival has gained global acclaim.

TRENDING
WHAT’S NEW

New on the Block

SARASWATI THALI
AT FESTA
If you plan to be in Goa some time
soon, treat yourself to mouthwatering
delicacies in the Saraswati Thali
at Festa, the 24-hour fine dining
restaurant at Grand Mercure, Goa
Shrem Resort on Candolim Beach
Road. The thali comprises Balchao
Naan, Fried Fish, Bebinca, Bhindi
Sol, Mungachi Bhaji, Masala Clams,
Sol Kadi, Kachumber Salad, Batata
Banasti and Prawn Curry Rice.

ANHAD PAKISTANI
FASHION

CHARAGH DIN’S RED
CARPET COLLECTION
Looking for crisp bespoke shirts for
everyday wear? Then walk in to The
Charagh Din Store at 64, Wodehouse
Road, Colaba in Mumbai or shop online
at www.cdshirts.com for Charagh Din’s
Red Carpet Collection. Royal yet classy,
the new collection brings you a wide
range of shirts in Italian linen, blended
fabrics and sharp cuts.
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To celebrate the best of Pakistani
fashion, ANHAD, a unique multi-brand
fashion store, recently launched its
first outlet at DLF Place, Saket in
the National Capital. The collection
at the store includes ready-to-wear,
luxury pret wear, kurtis from brands
like Khaadi and Sapphire, stitched silk
tunics and embellished formals in pure
silks, premium cottons and chiffons.
ANHAD plans to soon start stitching
services as well as exclusive trunk
shows for bridal couture collections.

COCOON
FINE RUGS
Designer Varun Bahl has joined hands
with premium luxury rugs brand,
Cocoon Fine Rugs, to take you on a
luxurious journey with the Regal Rug
Collection. Inspired by the Baroque
period (1600-1750), the collection
consists of six rugs. Talking about it,
Bahl says, “After a year of hard work,
we are ready to showcase our firstever venture into home accessories.”
Cocoon specialises in exquisite
handwoven rugs in natural textures of
hand spun wool and silk.

How many equal sections did the Babylonians split the heaven into?

ODYSSEY
AHMEDABAD

Scan this QR
code for a
Youtube video
of Gujarat
Tourism

To download the
e-version of this
story for your
tablet, log on to
www.airvistara.
com/trip/inflightmagazine

A

Rani ki Vav
step well in
Patan

future
City that lives
its past and its

Danseuse Mallika
Sarabhai says
“Amdavad” continues
its success run due
to entrepreneurial
citizenry

I

sit surrounded by books and
reference material about my city. I
am scripting a feature film, Kadak
Badshaahi, which will celebrate the
604 year history of this complex,
multilayered, largely self-grown city,
Ahmedabad. A city that lives its past and
its future simultaneously.
While small towns existed around
what is Ahmedabad today, it was in
1411 that Emperor Ahmed Shah of the
Gujarat Sultanate decided to build his
new capital here on the advice of his
spiritual master, Ahmed Khattu and
name it after four saints of the area, all
Ahmed. The first structures to come up
in Ahmedabad were the Fort of Bhadra,
the Teen Darwaza and the Jama Masjid,

one of the biggest mosques in the country
with a special prayer hall for women, the
first in the world.
CULTURE-WISE
Amdavad, in that sense, has always been
a pioneering city. It was once the most
important trading centre of the region,
famous for its craft, cotton, silk, brocades
and indigo. It was for these riches that
it was repeatedly exploited by everyone
from the Mughals to the Peshwas, the
Gaekwads and the British. In 1638,
German traveller Mendelslo wrote, “The
megapolis of Gujarat, with many large
and comely streets, shops full of aromatic
gums... I scarcely know any place in
the world where a man may indulge
himself with more ease than here.” But

The first structures to come up in
Ahmedabad were the Fort of Bhadra, the
Teen Darwaza and the Jama Masjid which
had a special prayer hall for women

The great grandson
of Ahmed Shah I,
Mahmud Begada,
greened the city with
beautiful gardens and
public spaces. His wet
nurse, in honour of his
being crowned, built
a water body or vav
for thirsty travellers
to always remember
him. The Dada Hari
Ni Vav stands strong
today, highlighting the
magnificence of the
architecture of this
dynasty
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B

Amdavad continued its success run due to
entrepreneurial citizenry that prospered
to look after the welfare of the rest.
AHMEDABAD, IN STILL FRAMES
Today’s Ahmedabad is a cosmopolitan
hub of education, industry and culture.
But for those of us who have grown up
here, cherish the cosmopolitan but rooted
Amdavad before the collapse of its mills
and before the advent of the nouveau riche
who now guide or bully it. Its nostalgia is
what I capture in my film which will take
the audience on a tour of the city with an
Amdavadi auto rickshaw driver. The film
is already a successful play in which the
audience gets to sample khaman dhokla
served by the actors and sing along the
vibrant beats of sanedo as the act unfolds.
FLAVOURS OF THE CITY
For the best food in Ahmedabad, visit
Manek Chowk at night and listen to the
nagaras playing at the Naubat Khana as
they have been for the last 603 years.
A visit to the temple of Saduba during
Navratri is a must to see men dressed
as women, matching their steps to garba
tunes in the memory of the Bhat woman
who brought the Maratha regime to its
knees. A stroll around the Sarkhej Roza,
our own Acropolis while enjoying the lake
breeze, is another must-do in summer
evenings. And don’t forget to eat the dal
vada and marcha, my all-time favourites.
Amdavad is full of surprises, often
closeted behind banal walls. So, don’t
forget to peep in.
As told to Guneet Oberoi

HOW TO
GET THERE

C

Vistara flies to
Ahmedabad from
New Delhi

POPULATION (2011)

6.7 Million

BEST TIME TO VISIT

Nov to Feb
LANGUAGES
B

Jama Masjid
Mosque

C

Garba, the popular
folk dance of Gujarat

Gujarati
and Hindi

Vistara journey...
October 15, 2014

October 16, 2014

November 03, 2014

Vistara kick-starts its
CSR journey by joining
hands with Salaam
Baalak Trust

Vistara selects SITA for
Aircraft Communications
and Network
Infrastructure

Vistara announces
strategic partners
for brand building
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ODYSSEY
BAGDOGRA

A

Tea plantations
in Bagdogra

Great preserver of culture and

tradition
Bagdogra has a special place in
footballer Baichung Bhutia’s heart. It is
from here that he boarded his first flight
to conquer goal after goal to become the
torchbearer of Indian football

M

y earliest memories of
Bagdogra are travelling
around the city, either in
a rickshaw or on a cycle.
Now, of course, luxury
cars crowd the streets and there are
multiplexes and residential complexes
all over. The city has transformed into
an educational hub, with many reputed
educational institutions and new
ones coming up every now and then.
Residential schools in the hills have

always fostered quality education and
Bagdogra is an emerging centre for these
schools in the Northeast.
Apart from being a gateway to towns
like Darjeeling, Kurseong and Kalimpong
which are just a few hours away,
Bagdogra is also the transit point for the
country through the Siliguri Corridor,
popularly known as Chicken’s Neck, to the
whole of the Northeast. Tourists break their
journey here to check out the beautiful

Popular scenic sights
Sevokeshwari Kali
Mandir in Binnaguri
is close to the
Coronation Bridge on
the banks of River
Teesta

ISKCON Temple is a
very popular place
among local people
as well as religious
tourists visiting
Siliguri

Mahananda Wildlife
Sanctuary is located
between Teesta and
Mahananda rivers,
and is around 25 km
from Bagdogra
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ODYSSEY
BAGDOGRA

B

Darjeeling is easily
accessible from
Bagdogra

hamlets of Panighata and Dudhia in the
foothills of the Himalayas.
HUNGER HUBS
Bhojohori Manna, which specialises in
Bengali cuisine, is one of my favourites
along with a few modest biryani joints.
These small eateries are popular, both
with the locals as well as the tourists
for their delicious chicken dishes. I have
always relished gorging on the delicacies
at these places than plush hotels and
restaurants.
DEEP-ROOTED CULTURE
The first things that come to mind at
the mention of Bagdogra are its lush
green tea gardens stretching for miles,
snowcapped peaks and adventure sports
such as river rafting in the clear waters
of Teesta River. The city is also a great
preserver of culture and tradition,
amply evident in the crowds that throng

its places of worship and local fairs,
especially Gangasagar Mela, Kenduli
Mela, Jalpesh Mela and Nabo Barsha.
Of these, the Gangasagar Mela, held on
Makar Sankranti every year, is the most
popular example of the rich cultural
heritage of the city.

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Bagdogra from
New Delhi and
Guwahati

MEMORY LANE
I have a fond association with Bagdogra
Airport as it is from here that I took my
first flight out of Sikkim. That was also
the first time I boarded an airplane. One
of the most renowned places around
Bagdogra is the Salugara Monastery,
around 13 km from the city. Famous for
its stupas, this monastery houses a 110
ft tall stupa founded by the Tibetan lama
Kalu Rinpoche. I just love visiting this
monastery for its peaceful and tranquil
surroundings.

POPULATION

53,580

BEST TIME TO VISIT

Sep to Nov
Mar to Jun
LANGUAGES

Hindi, Bengali
& English

As told to Chandreyee Bhaumik

Vistara journey...
November 06, 2014

December 03, 2014

December 15, 2014

Vistara signs FHS-TSP
contract with Airbus to
support its leased A320 fleet

Vistara partners
with Abacus for Content
Distribution
in Asia Pacific

Vistara secures
the Air Operator
Permit
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ODYSSEY
BANGALORE

Has the “bang” gone out of

Bangalore?
Playwright Mahesh Dattani
misses the bougainvillea that once
lined the MG Road in Bangalore,
but happily embraces the changes
to his city with open arms

C

hange is inevitable and one
must embrace it. To many of
us who have lived in Bangalore for most of our lives and
grew up in this “pensioner’s
paradise” in the 70s, the city we lived
in has changed several times right un-

A

Exterior view of
the Bangalore
Palace
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der our feet. Every decade saw the
city shedding old skin and a new
avatar emerge.
In the mid-70s, going to school was
an easy cycle-ride from Shantinagar
to Richmond Town and I could cover a

Grand Duty of

My choice for Business.

Strategic geographical location
Access to 507 million EU consumers
Sustained high growth (5,6% in 2014)
AAA rated economy
Highly skilled, multilingual workforce
Business-friendly
Easy access to decision makers
Attractive tax environment and business costs
Social cohesion

Berlin

Investment and R&D incentives
State of the art infrastructures

. London

High quality of life
LUXEMBOURG

. Frankfurt

. Paris

Embassy of Luxembourg
84, Jor Bagh, New Delhi-110003
Tel: 0091-4998 6600
www.investinluxembourg.in

60%
of the EU GDP

. Bern

.

ODYSSEY
BANGALORE

MUST-VISITS
Located near Mekhri
Circle and Cantonment
Railway Station,
Bangalore Palace (1862)
looks like a smaller
replica of the Windsor
Castle in England.

B

Scan this QR
code for a
Youtube video
of Karnataka
Tourism

To download the
e-version of this
story for your
tablet, log on to
www.airvistara.
com/trip/inflightmagazine

B

The Glasshouse
at Lal Bagh
Garden

distance of 2 km in 10 minutes, riding
leisurely alongside a schoolmate. Today,
it takes at least double the time, if not
longer, especially during the morning
office hours on the same route even
though one is driving a car. Just that
you need to navigate through a circuitous route created by one-ways now.
From the Garden City to the Pub City
to the Tech City and now a boomtown
for real estate and startups, Bangalore
has had dramatic transformations over
the years.
FOOD-WISE
Rites of passage for the boys such as
the first taste of smoke or a chance at
adult literature in a park became passé
with college. Life after college was Brigade Road, which had some pinball machine parlours and snooker tables. The
famous hamburger made its debut in a
restaurant called Indiana. Another good
restaurant called Ice and Spice popped

up soon after. Weekends for me were
usually a trip to Russell Market with
my mother to shop for vegetables. Others spent their weekends going on fishing expeditions to a distant town called
Whitefield. Today, it is the hub of the IT
industry.
It has been seven years since I moved
out of the city and in these years, I return occasionally to visit my sister or
hang out with my friends. Last month,
my friend and I decided that we would
not go to the old hangouts but discover
new ones. So we had the finest Italian
food at a Mallya Road mall, followed by
the best dessert I have had in years. All
at Euro rates, but well worth the price.

Commissioned by the
Hyder Ali in 1760, Lal
Bagh is a botanical
garden. It houses a
museum containing
artifacts related to the
Hyder-Tipu regime.
Tipu Sultan’s Summer
Palace was built in 1791
in the city. The palace is
a two-storeyed ornate
wooden structure with
exquisitely carved
pillars, arches and
balconies.
Mayo Hall, designed in
memory of Lord Mayo,
is considered as one
of the finest designs of
British architecture in
the city.

BACK TO THE FUTURE
We drove down MG Road and I wondered
whether people remembered that there
used to be a boulevard with bougainvillea
lining smothered with vibrant summer

Vistara journey...
December 18, 2014

December 22, 2014

January 09, 2015

Vistara bookings open;
to fly on January 9, 2015
with MUM & AMD as its
initial routes

Product unveil of
Vistara, brand music &
tagline - Fly The New
Feeling

Operational launch of
Vistara with Delhi –
Mumbai inaugural flight
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Lisa Haydon
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Corporate Address : 324, Udyog Vihar, Phase 4, Gurgaon, Haryana - 122016.Tel.: 0124 2340203 / 4147505
E mail: commercial@linoperros.com. Website: www.linoperros.com.
AVAILABLE
AT

AVAILABLE
ONLINE

ODYSSEY
BANGALORE

D

What, according to Greek mathematician and philosopher Pythagoras, had divine and mystical meanings?

C
HOW TO
GET THERE

blooms. It had to give way to the Bangalore
Metro which helps people get to places
almost as quickly as I did on my cycle 40
years ago. This is necessary but so was the
leafy boulevard. I am glad for the people
who use the Metro though. They probably
get a taste of what it used to be like to
breathe clean air, and not be suffocated by
an army of vehicles that pollute more than
they help commute.
Now I embrace the new areas in my city –
the swanky hotels, the specialised eateries
and the chic cafes. But occasionally,
I notice an old building or a park that
has withstood change and marvel at its
resilience. There is some “bang” left in
Bangalore, after all.
As told to Chandreyee Bhaumik

Vistara flies to
Bengaluru from
New Delhi and
Mumbai

Now I embrace the new
areas in my city – the
swanky hotels, the
specialised eateries and
the chic cafes

POPULATION

8.4 Million
BEST TIME TO VISIT

Oct to Feb
LANGUAGES

C

The Metro is the
best way to travel in
Bangalore

D

Karnataka State
Central Library in
Bangalore

Hindi, English,
Malayalam,
Tamil,Telugu

Vistara journey...
January 23, 2015

January 29, 2015

February 06, 2015

Vistara expands its network to
Goa & Hyderabad

Singapore Airlines and
Vistara launch Frequent
Flyer Programme
Partnership

Vistara’s fleet grows
to five aircraft
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WE’RE THE CONNECTION
We provide organisations with state-of-the-art
global telecommunications solutions, including
a wide range of cloud, mobility, network and
data centre services.
See how we can connect your business
at tatacommunications.com and follow
us @tata_comm
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WORLD’S
BIGGEST
CLOUDS

ODYSSEY
BHUBANESWAR

A

Rajarani
Temple
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‘smart city’
Truly a

World-renowned
sand artist Sudarsan
Pattnaik has more
than just personal
reasons to take pride
in Bhubaneswar

R

ecognised as the City of
Temples, Bhubaneswar boasts
of more than 700 temples
dedicated to Shiva, Vishnu and
Surya, all dating back to the
Kalinga Empire. For me, though, the city
is not just about temples. It is a global
city with its heart and mind in the right
place. Unlike other developing capital
cities in India where traffic chaos and
pollution are the norm, Bhubaneswar
is truly a “smart city” with world-class
infrastructure and cleanliness.
The best way to start your Bhubaneswar
experience is to head straight to
Mukteshwar, Rajarani, Lingaraja and

other temples situated around the
Bindu Sarovar in the old city. Hop into
an autorickshaw to get to the majestic
Lingaraj Temple, the largest shrine in
the city with 64 smaller ones. From here,
you can head to Mukteshwar Temple,
renowned for its imposing ceiling and
famous for the Mukteshwar Dance
Festival held in January every year.
Bhubaneswar is a haven for history
and mythology-lovers. The twin hills of
Khandagiri and Udayagiri, located 7 km
west of the city, are the earliest groups
of Jain rock-cut architecture in eastern
India and must-visits if you happen to
be here. You can visit the Orissa State

DID YOU
KNOW?
Bhubaneswar is
among the cleanest
and greenest cities of
India.
Toshali, Nagar Kalinga,
Ekamra Kanan,
Kalinga Nagari,
Mandira Malini Nagari
and Ekamra Kshetra
are some of the many
names the city has
acquired in the past,
the most common
being the City of
Temples. Contrary to
popular belief of West
Bengal being its origin,
the famous Indian
sweet, rosogulla, was
first invented as Khira
Mohana in Odisha.
Nandan Kanan
Zoological Park in
Bhubaneswar is a
400-hectare zoo and
botanical garden.

Mukteshwar Temple is renowned for
its imposing ceiling and famous for the
Mukteshwar Dance Festival held in January
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Museum and attend the light and sound
show at Dhauli Hill. The city also throws
up some interesting detour options like
the world heritage site of Konark, 35
km away, that houses the famous Sun
Temple; the Jagannath Temple in Puri,
60 km and Cuttack, the twin city of
Bhubaneswar, 27 km away.
ART AND CRAFT
Traditionally,
Odisha
has
been
considered a state blessed with art
and artists. Whether it is the famous
Patachitra from Raghurajpur or the
applique work of Pipli, Odiya craftsmen
have perfected it all. Visit these villages
for a first-hand experience of these
crafts. Or take a round of the many art
galleries in the city, though making the
effort to go to the villages would help
you discover the true essence of state.
FOOD EXPLORATIONS
When in Odisha, eat as the Odiyas.
Make sure you try the local traditional
delicacies. My favourite is Dalma. Aloo
bharta, a delicious mashed potato and
aubergine combination; dalma, the
restaurant’s specialty dhal dish, cooked
with coconut; chhena poda, Odisha’s
cottage-cheese dessert and the Odisha
thalis are worth a try. Mayfair Lagoon
Hotel is another place I frequent. Apart
from these, the street stalls in the city
are the best places to sample local
cuisine.

C

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Bhubaneswar from
New Delhi

TOURIST SPEAK
A while back some international
artists visiting Bhubaneswar were so
impressed with everything here that I
felt proud of my city. They went around
without a guide and found the people so
friendly and helpful that, they said, they
never felt like tourists. And the sight
of the rare white tiger at the Nandan
Kanan Park completely won them over.
As told to Guneet Oberoi

POPULATION

0.8 Million
B

A traditional
dance
performance

C

Model for the
Bhubaneswar
Convention
Centre

BEST TIME TO VISIT

Oct to Mar
LANGUAGE

Oriya

Vistara journey...
February 20, 2015

March 01, 2015

March 03, 2015

March 13, 2015

Vistara commences
services to Goa

Vistara commences
services to
Hyderabad

Vistara announces its foray into
North East India, opens booking
for Guwahati and Bagdogra

Vistara opens
bookings for
Pune
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Tripathi

Venkata Satish

Flight of

Binai Sankar

Fancy
Vistara aircraft are all gorgeous
beauties that make for the most
perfect picture. Our well wishers
captured them, at different
locations, on camera through our
year-long journey
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ODYSSEY
GOA

true
Where prayers come

Shuttling between
London, Delhi and Goa,
author Kishwar Desai
reveals why she feels at
home in India’s beach
paradise

Scan this QR
code for a
Youtube video of
Goa Tourism

To download the
e-version of this
story for your
tablet, log on to
www.airvistara.
com/trip/inflightmagazine

A

Fort Aguada
at Candolim

A

s authors, my husband (Lord
Meghnad Desai) and I always
wanted to have a home in Goa
where we could pursue our
writing in peaceful environs.
And we feel blessed to have found an
old Portuguese house in Loutolim village
in South Goa eight years ago. The state
and its people have an easy and relaxed
vibe, quite congenial for creative pursuits
like writing or painting. Once we started
staying here, we just fell in love with
the place.
A PLACE FOR ALL SEASONS
There have been a lot of changes since
the time we moved to Goa. It used to be
a very quiet place, especially South Goa.
Now it is extremely lively and welcoming
round-the-year. Of late, I see a lot many
outsiders making their homes here. The
number of tourists is also on an upswing.
And unlike the seasonal (NovemberJanuary) tourists of the past, there are
visitors throughout the year, even during
monsoon months. From an annual holiday
destination, Goa has transformed into
a weekend one. As hotels and business

Goa and its people
have an easy and
relaxed vibe, quite
congenial for creative
pursuits like writing
or painting
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PLACESTO EAT

1

Amigos
in North Goa is
famous for its
seafood

2

Balinese
hut-style KU
in Morjim has a
limited menu but
perfect location and
ambience

3

Ganesh Fruit Juice
in Chapora serves
amazing juices at
affordable prices

4

Martin’s Corner
The open-air pavilion
serves as the perfect
ambience for family
get togethers

B

points grow across the landscape, the
contrast between North and South Goa
is getting blurred. I won’t be surprised if
it completely disappears in a few years.
TREAT ME
Goan cuisine constitutes a lot of fish and
rice with a blend of foreign influences
the region experienced over centuries.
Traditional Goan food is more about
what the locals eat. On the other
hand, Portuguese eateries offer some
indigenous as well as Goan recipes with
additional sauces and spices. In fact, we
are lucky to have a Portuguese specialty
restaurant, Nostalgia, near our home.
It is very famous and receives patrons
from all over Goa.
WISTFUL IN GOA
As I said, Goa has a very positive vibe
and an amazing incident in my life
reinforces it wonderfully. Once, when

C

my children were small, I took them to
the beach for the day. At dusk, when it
was time to head back, I realised my car
keys were missing. We all panicked as
no keys meant spending the night on the
beach with the kids. I don’t think I have
ever prayed more earnestly in my life.
And suddenly, out of nowhere appeared
a man asking what we were looking for.
As if on reflex, he pointed out to a shiny
little object on the sand, which indeed

B

Famous night
market in Goa

C

Various spices
used in Goanese
cuisine

Vistara journey...
March 21, 2015

April 02, 2015

April 09, 2015

Vistara receives its
6th aircraft (VT-TTG)

Vistara commences
service to GuwahatiBagdogra

Vistara launches
services to Pune
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Into how many Federal Reserve Districts is United States of America divided into?

were the keys! I ran and picked them
up but turned around to find my good
samaritan missing. He had disappeared
almost as mysteriously as he had made an
appearance, only to firm up my belief that
Goa is a place where prayers come true.

Vistara flies to
Goa from
New Delhi and
Mumbai

NOOKS THAT STIR YOU UP
What’s Goa without a beach trip?
My favourite is Palolem, the most
spectacular of them all. The water is so
blue and the view just too amazing. Old
Goa has some spectacular churches and
monasteries which I frequent. Though in
ruins now, most of them are pieces of
great architecture.
As told to Chandreyee Bhaumik

HOW TO
GET THERE

POPULATION

1.4 Million
BEST TIME TO VISIT

Oct to April
LANGUAGES
D

Colourful huts on a
sandy Goa beach

E

Goan Crab Fry is a
delectable delight

Konkani, Marathi
and English

Vistara journey...
April 14, 2015

April 18, 2015

April 24, 2015

Vistara raises the bar on
customer experience with
BAE Systems’ IntelliCabin
In-Flight Entertainment

Vistara completes
100 days in skies;
launches mobile app

Vistara opens
bookings for Lucknow
and Bengaluru
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CRUISE ALONG IN
TRUE ORIENTAL STYLE.
FROM NANSHA, CHINA
ON SUPERSTAR VIRGO.
Travel Tours invites you to a luxurious
cruise aboard SuperStar Virgo, from
Nansha, China. For a beautiful voyage
across the Pearl River Delta. Get the best
of food, entertainment and luxury.
And a fun-filled vacation for your family.
So, go ahead. Orient yourself for an
experience that is truly breathtaking.

SS Virgo

5nights EX Nansha:

Pearl River Delta [Nansha ] / Halong Bay
/ Danang / Sanya / Pearl River Delta[Nansha]

Rs 40,000/-*

per person on twin sharing basis Including taxes

2nights EX Nansha:

Pearl River Delta[Nansha] / Hong Kong
/ Pearl River Delta [Nansha]

Rs 22,000/-*

per person on twin sharing basis Including taxes

SIMPLIFIED VISA PROCESS:

5 Nights Visa @ Rs 3,600/-* | 2 Nights Visa @ Rs 2,000/-*

TO L L F R E E N U M B E R

1800 3010 1977
Travel Tours Pvt Ltd. 1/1, Miller Arcade, Millers Road, Vasanth Nagar, Bengaluru - 560 052
India - Ahmedabad | Bengaluru | Chennai | Coimbatore | Goa | Hyderabad | Jaipur | Kochi | Kolkata | Mumbai | New Delhi | Pune
Sri Lanka - Colombo
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Brahmaputra
Lahe lahe by the
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I

n Guwahati of the late 1990s, my
father was the king of Bihu and my
mother, his equally accomplished
better half. I still can’t forget the
challenges I faced in my hometown
to emerge from the shadow of these two
superbly talented and popular Assamese
folk musicians. People’s expectations from
me skyrocketed each time I got on stage.
It felt scary back then. Today, however,
it is humbling to see the love my people
shower on me whenever I am there. There
is a sense of achievement at not having
disappointed them.

But today’s Guwahati is not really the one
of my childhood days. The sleepy little
town by the Brahmaputra, surrounded
by the hills where life went lahe lahe (at
a leisurely pace). What we see now is the
business hub of northeast India, with an
international airport and big hotels. It is
far more crowded and cosmopolitan than
it used to be 30 years ago. My memories
of the city is the time spent with friends
and family, sitting and chatting over
rounds over rounds of momos. I miss that
Guwahati, its slow pace and easy-going
people. Even the clouds floated leisurely
back then.

A

The Mighty
Brahmaputra

Delighted at Guwahati’s
growth as a metro,
singer-composer-lyricist
Papon, however, misses
its once leisurely pace
of life

The melting pot of cuisines
Guwahati showcases all the cuisines of
the Northeast. Fish is an Assamese staple
which is usually steamed or baked. Tribal
food uses different types of meats and
vegetables which are cooked with herbs
using smoking techniques or steamed in
bamboo or wrapped in banana leaves.
Guwahati has a lot of restaurants where
one can sample all this. Deka Sang, just
outside the city, is one place to have
traditional Assamese food. Delicacy and
Paradise are two more of my favourite
restaurants. There are also some
interesting dhabas in and around the city,
ones that serve exotic meats like duck,
pigeon, all kinds of fish and pork. The city
is a non-vegetarian’s delight.

Scan this QR
code for a
Youtube video
of Assam
Tourism

To download the
e-version of this
story for your
tablet, log on to
www.airvistara.
com/trip/inflightA
magazine
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TRIBAL FUSION
Given the Northeast’s strong tribal
tradition, the capital of Assam is an
amalgam of cultures – urban, rural
as well as tribal. And this is reflected
in the way people live and interact.
The neo-Vaishnavites and their rituals,
the tribals, their indigenous houses, food
and music.

DOWN
THE
MEMORY
LANE
My memories of
the city is the
time spent with
friends and
family, sitting
and chatting
over rounds of
momos

CITY SCAPE
A must-see when you happen to be in
Guwahati is the Hindu pilgrimage site
Kamakhya Temple. During the Assamese
month of Ahaar (in mid-June) when the
Brahmaputra is in spate, it is the site
for the annual Ambubachi Mela when
sadhus from across India descend here.
Religious significance aside, the temple
offers an amazing view of the city with
the scenic Brahmaputra running through
it. The river is such an integral part of
this city that you can just walk along it

and complete a city tour. Or if you are a
beach person, a cruise on the northern
banks is a good idea. The clean and
white sand is stunning, unlike one you
have generally seen on river banks
in the country. But the real charm of
Guwahati for me is the relative ease
with which it takes you into the lap of
Nature. As a child, it was the zoo within
the Hengrabari Reserve Forest that kept
me entertained. You were up and close
with nature, just how it was intended.
In Delhi or Mumbai, it takes you hours
to get away from the city din. Here, a
15-minute drive out of the city and you
are into the wild.
The Pobitara Wildlife Sanctuary is a
short journey along the river through
Chandrapur. It is verdant and amazing.
The drive towards Sonapur too is scenic.
There is also the option of visiting the
Dipor Bil freshwater lake, a haunt of

Vistara journey...
May 18,2015

June 16, 2015

July 31, 2015

Vistara commences
services to Lucknow

Vistara commences
services to
Bengaluru

Vistara and Mumbai Airport
launch mobile phone
boarding pass facility
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Greater
Adjutants in
Guwahati
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C

D

FAST FACTS
Though Dispur is
the official capital
of Assam, Guwahati
houses the High
Court, the police
headquarters and
the National Law
University.
A service centre for
the oil industry and
tea plantations, it has
the largest tea auction
market in India.

C

Stone carvings
of gods and
godesses

D

Bihu dance
performance

the famous Siberian cranes and other
migratory birds. It is said that one can spot
as many as 19,000 birds in a day during
winter months at the wetland. Or you can
make a day trip to Barapani (also called
Umiam Lake) near Shillong.
RETAIL THERAPY
A visit to the fish market can be an
interesting experience. And to Pan Bazaar,
the traditional shopping zone, which still
retains its old city charm. Look for the
famous Assam tea and silk. Muga and Eri
silks are known as fabrics of peace as their
making does not involve the killing of the
silk worms. These are worn by Buddhist
monks all over the world.
As told to Guneet Oberoi

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Guwahati from
New Delhi and
Bagdogra

POPULATION

0.8 Million

BEST TIME TO VISIT

Oct to April

LANGUAGES

Assamese,
Bengali, Bodo,
Mishing, Karbi

Vistara journey...
August 20, 2015

August 24, 2015

August 26, 2015

Vistara achieves the
milestone of flying 5 lakh
customers

Vistara establishes
‘Aviation Security
Training Institute’ at its
Gurgaon headquarters

Vistara opens bookings
for Bhubaneswar
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Scan this QR
code for a
Youtube video
of Telangana
Tourism

To download the
e-version of this
story for your
tablet, log on to
www.airvistara.
com/trip/inflightmagazine

View of
Charminar near
Mecca Masjid

Cinema, cuisine and the city of

Charminar
Actor-producer Rana
Daggubatti attributes
his success in the film
industry to Hyderabad

I

moved from my birthplace Chennai
to Hyderabad as a student in Class
I and studied there till Class X at
Hyderabad Public School. During
this period, I visited the video
editing facility of my father, Daggubatti
Suresh Babu, a Telugu film producer
at Rama Naidu Studio regularly. The
studio was founded by my grandfather
and film producer, Padma Bhushan
Dr D Rama Naidu.
I grew up amid a talented lot of
filmmakers, technicians and actors
including famous actor Venkatesh who is
my paternal uncle. By the time I turned

11, I had learned the nuances of editing
as I found it to be one of the most creative
aspects of filmmaking. One of the major
reasons why I feel I have been successful
in the film industry is largely due to the
filmi atmosphere I grew up in.
I got enrolled in a B Com course
thereafter but could not get myself to
like it. So I went back to the industry
where I belonged – films. I learned
industrial photography at the Film
Institute in Hyderabad and returned to
join my family’s filmmaking business.
Ever since, films have been a part and
parcel of my life.

Pearls of the City
Hyderabad is said to
be the largest market
for pearls in the
country

The metal craft of bidri
is said to have come to
Hyderabad from Iran
via Bidar in Karnataka

Just off Charminar is Laad
Bazaar, a bustling market
housing shops that sell
stone-studded lac bangles
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CITYSCAPE
My love for Hyderabad is unconditional.
Though the skyline of the city has
changed drastically over the last few
years, courtesy the real estate boom,
it has managed to keep its spirit alive.
Most of the developmental work,
including widening of roads, installation
of ultra-modern streetlights and creation
of green spaces has made the city
better for the times to come. However,
Hyderabad, especially the old city, moves
at its leisurely pace even today.
In fact, it takes you back to the
yesteryears. At no point of time would
you find the city in a state of rush as is
the case in most other metros.

FOOD FAVOURITES
If you wish to relish mouthwatering
delicacies like the famous seekh
kebabs, nahari and Hyderabadi biryani,
visit the market near Charminar. Step
into Shadab Hotel if you wish to treat
yourself to authentic Hyderabadi cuisine.
However, there are a number of lesserknown places in the city where you can
enjoy the local culinary delights. It is
not necessary for a place to be high-end
to serve awesome food. Though I love
biryani, it is not on the top of my favourite
food list. I prefer haleem instead. In my
opinion, Pista House in Moghalpura
serves the best haleem in the city.
As told to Jaideep Pandey

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Hyderabad from
New Delhi

POPULATION

9.5 Million
BEST TIME TO VISIT

Oct to Feb
LANGUAGES

Telugu, Urdu & English

Vistara journey...
August 30, 2015

September 09, 2015

September 14, 2015

Vistara appoints Sharaf
Travels as its GSA
(Global Sales Agent) for
the Gulf region

Vistara signs V2500® Engine
Services Agreement with
Pratt & Whitney

Inauguration of the
sales office in Dubai
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Cyber
Towers
Building

How many different kinds of fruits does the Tree of Life inside the City of Heaven yields in the Bible?
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Scan this QR
code for a
Youtube video of
Uttar Pradesh
Tourism

To download the
e-version of this
story for your
tablet, log on to
www.airvistara.
com/trip/inflightAmagazine

A

Asfi Mosque
near Bada
Imambara

City,

food & fables
Passionate about his hometown,
Lucknow, Chef Ranveer Brar lets us
in on its yummiest delights and unique
treasures that only a resident would
know of

O

udh, the province that was
founded with its capital in
Faizabad, has many a story
to tell. Of food, art, culture,
architecture and an era gone
by. Some of these stories that you would
hear sitting in an erstwhile nawab’s or
taluqdar’s house are actually bewildering.
Of dal cooked with gold that brought to
life a dead tree and parind poori that had
a small bird fly out of it when cracked
open. There are funny stories of social
refinement that manifested itself in the
adab (manners) and lihaaz (respect) of
the old city but often bordered on the
extremes of aristocratic eccentricities.
And then in the by-lanes of Chowk and
Nakhaas and around Akbari Gate and Gol
Darwaza, there are hush hush stories
of the secret spices of popular biryanis
and exotic aromas coming out of smoked
ghee on the chargrill.
EPICUREAN ESCAPADES
As a Lucknow boy, I strongly recommend
a trip to Old Lucknow in the winter. Start
your day with a three-course breakfast
at Akbari Gate – nihari kulcha followed
by a bowlful of nimish or makhan malai
rounded off with a hot cup of pink
Kashmiri chai topped with a crushed
kagazi samosa.
The king of Lucknow winter is the balai,
which I call “the Lucknowi wonder.”
It has the nuttiness of clotted cream

(malai) and the rich creaminess of
reduced milk. Sweetened milk is slowly
heated (never boiled) in thick-bottomed,
flat and shallow kadhais and the resulting
layers of malai scraped off it and stacked
on top of each other. Gradually, the milk
is allowed to reduce to thick consistency
to which the layers of malai are added.
These gateaux-like stacks are sold on
Victoria Street in the morning hours.
Kebabs are the other gem in Lucknow’s
culinary crown so much so that no
conversation is possible without a
mention of kebabs. The city has given the
country some of its best known kebabs
and kebab-related stories. Whether it is
the story of the fascination with gosht
of a toothless nawab that brought about
the invention of the galawat kebab or the
fable of the ego of the nawab of Kakori,
which got so bruised after the British
governor labelled the royal seekh kebab
as “chewy” that it led to frantic research
and creation of the Kakori Kebabs.
There is a food folklore that comes with
every plate of kebab on your table. My
recommendation here is the kebab menu
at Sakhawat in Kaisarbagh.
CITY SCAPE
Colonial Lucknow, the city the British
built, is a discovery that must be made by
first-time visitors. An array of buildings
and gardens, most of which are a part
of the Cantonment area now, Dilkhusha
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Gardens and the old Lucknow Cantonment
are must-visits every time I am in Lucknow
as I have grown up in this part of the city
and am still enamoured by it. Though
Lucknow has grown shockingly over the
past few years yet it retains some of its old
world charm that still touches, moves and
inspires a visitor.

E

D

Rumi Darwaza
built in 1784

E

Traditional
chikankari work

BELONGINGNESS LIKE NO OTHER
On our way home from school, my friends
and I would stop outside an orchard to
pluck imlis (tamarind). Once, I could
not get any but I was determined not to
leave without having my share so I asked
the rickshawwalla to leave and got busy
throwing stones. Just then, a car stopped
by and an old couple helped me collect the
imlis and then they dropped me home. I
feel such apnaapan (affability) is hard to
find in any other city.
As told to Guneet Oberoi

D

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Lucknow from
New Delhi

POPULATION

2.8 million

BEST TIME TO VISIT

Oct to Mar

LANGUAGES

Hindi and Urdu

Vistara journey...
September 17, 2015

September 22, 2015

September 25, 2015

Vistara opens
bookings for Varanasi

Vistara takes delivery
of its 7th aircraft
(VT-TTH)

Vistara partners with the
United Nations Global
Goals campaign
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Chhatrapati
Shivaji
Terminus is
a UNESCO
World
Heritage site
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Dream
on
Actor-filmmaker Pooja
Bhatt loves Mumbai’s
eye for talent and how
the city helps to turn
dreams into reality

M

umbai is often referred to
as the “City of Dreams”.
And it is just that. One can
dream about anything,
anywhere but very few
places will give you the opportunity to
realise that dream the way Mumbai will.
And I have umpteen examples around me
to prove that. My father is one. Another
is Shah Rukh Khan. As newcomers, I
remember the day when Shah Rukh, his
wife Gauri, Deepak Tejori and I were
walking down Bandstand. Shah Rukh
pointed to a house and said, “That is the
house I want to buy for her.” He was a
rank outsider and a struggling actor
then and any such thing was a distant
possibility. But today, he owns Mannat,
the house he had pointed to back then.
I have many memories of seeing my
father working on scripts, as a struggling
director, on the beaches in Mumbai. A
few years later, he was an award-winning
filmmaker with his own production
house. And it was Mumbai that made it

Few places give you
the opportunity to
realise that dream the
way Mumbai does
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MUMBAI

MUST-VISITS

1

Elephanta Caves
These caves stand
testimony to a
civilisation that existed
long ago

2

Gateway of India
Built to celebrate
the arrival of King
George V and Queen Mary
to Bombay (now Mumbai)

B

3

Haji Ali Dargah
It houses the tomb of
Muslim Saint Pir Haji
Ali Shah Bukhari

C

possible because it values talent more
than lineage. It values what you are
made of more than what family you are
born into.

B

Marine Drive is one
of the most iconic
places in the city

C

Ganesh Visarjan
is celebrated with
lot of pomp and
show
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TRANQUIL AS THE SEA
Being a coastal city, Mumbai has
always been a melting pot of cultures
and religions. For this, it has also
demonstrated amazing tolerance. But
over the past few years, this tolerant
spirit of the city is being suppressed.
And it is not a good omen. People

need to pause and appreciate the
beauty of Mumbai. It offers us ample
opportunities and freedom to think and
believe. I am not ready to give up on
my city just yet. I have been extremely
privileged to have spent my life by the
sea. Life by the sea is never easy. And
Mumbai too is all about an unfailing
spirit.
A MUMBAIKAR’S DELIGHT
For me, Mumbai is also about its street
food. I love everything, from vada pav

Scan this QR code
for a Youtube video
of Maharashtra
Tourism

To download the
e-version of this
story for your tablet,
log on to
www.airvistara.
com/trip/inflightmagazine

ODYSSEY
MUMBAI

D

Haji Ali
Dargah

to samosas to bhel puri to bhurji pav.
I still remember the man who used to
sell candyfloss outside my school. It
cost only `2 and remains the most
memorable candyfloss I have ever had
because of the strange bird shapes the
guy used to give it in. His personal touch
made that candyfloss so special.
FLASHBACK OF SYMPHONIES
As a child, I used to think I could touch
the horizon where the vast sea and the
infinite sky merged to become one. But
my father explained that such a place
did not exist. Mumbai too is about
extremes that rarely meet in perfection.
But religion is where Mumbai shows

an amazing symphony. And my life
reflects a bit of it. My father did not
believe in the existence of God and
my Christian mother never took me to
the church. But because my extended
family was Muslim, I frequented a lot
of mosques during Ramzan and cherish
those memories. And then, I grew up in
Bandra which does not take age very
seriously. Bandra, during Christmas, is
a must-visit when the sound of carols
and the smell of vindaloos fill its bylanes and everyone immerses in joyous
celebrations with music and freshly
baked cakes.
As told to Chandreyee Bhaumik

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Mumbai from
Bengaluru, Delhi
and Goa

POPULATION

22 Million
BEST TIME TO VISIT

Oct to Mar
LANGUAGES

Marathi & Hindi

Vistara journey...
October 01, 2015

October 06, 2015

October 07, 2015

Vistara commences
services to
Bhubaneswar

TATA SIA Airlines Ltd unveils first
comprehensive and structured
report on aviation sector

Vistara partners with
FlyWings Simulator
Training Centre (FWSTC)
for SEP Training
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Dilli mein
Mera dil hai

Actor Shah Rukh Khan reminisces
the days spent in the National
Capital and says he shall forever
be indebted to the city for teaching
him the art of romance
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A

Red Fort at
sunset

W

hen I was born at the
Talwar Nursing Home in
Delhi, the umbilical cord
was wrapped around my
neck. It is perhaps for
this reason that I have never been able
to wrench Delhi away from myself. I will
always be a Dilliwala Mumbaikar. Like
Lord Krishna, I have two mothers: Delhi
being my janmabhoomi (birthplace) and
Mumbai my karmabhoomi (workplace).
My umbilical cord is still attached to Delhi
and why should it not be so? Woh Dilli ki
galiyaan (the by-lanes of Delhi) gave me
everything – from life to experiences and
education to memories. Mera dil Dilli
mein hai (my heart lies in Delhi). And the
most amazing thing is that I have spent
one half of my life in Delhi and the other
in Mumbai so nobody can accuse me of
being partisan.
If you really want to know why I am good
at romance, it is due to two factors. One,
my father was a born charmer and I have
inherited his genes. Two, my beautiful
neighbours in Delhi. I used to sit on the
wall and blow flying kisses at them. I lost
my heart to a girl from a school next to
mine and now I am married to her. Delhi
has given me these experiences that
are imprinted on my psyche. Right from
school to my first job, I am indebted to
the city for everything. My most vivid
memories are of the carefree life I led
there. That is why I love the city so much
because the part of my life I spent there
was sheer joie de vivre!

FAST FACTS
New Delhi is one of
the ‘greenest’ cities in
the world with a green
cover of almost 20%
It is the second most
bird-rich capital in the
world after Nairobi
British architect
Sir Edwin Lutyens,
along with Sir Herbert
Baker, played an
instrumental role in
designing and building
the city of New Delhi
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HUNGER HUBS

1

Paranthewali Gali
is renowned for
shops selling different
varieties of paranthas

How many steps, traditions and concepts of world service do Alcoholics Anonymous have?

B

DOWN THE MEMORY LANE
My school, St Columba’s was run by Irish
brothers with great discipline. I was
regularly admonished for having “bear
hair” and on several occasions, I got a
hair cut in front of the whole assembly of
students. The neighbourhood barber was
pulled out of his bed early in the morning
and was evidently irritated. Yet before
beginning the haircut, he would always ask
me if I wanted hair like Amitabh Bachchan,
Dharmendra or Rajesh Khanna.

Be it is the sheer-maal
and korma that I feasted
on during my student days
in Jamia or the Daulat Ki
Chaat at Chandni Chowk, I
miss the city’s street food

C

A FOODIE’S UTOPIA
Delhi is just too beautiful: the roads are
wide, and despite everything, it is greener
than many other cities. Though it is a lot
more crowded than what it used to be, I feel
comfortable there. The moment we cross
that paranthewala near Vikram Hotel in
Lajpat Nagar, I muster all my willpower to
resist getting off my car even today. Be it
is the sheer-maal and korma that I feasted
on during my student days in Jamia or the
Daulat Ki Chaat at Chandni Chowk, I really
miss the city’s street food. I don’t think I
can do justice to Delhi’s culinary delights by
listing just a few, but these two things are
absolute must-haves.
THE CITY OF HEARTS
The pace of Delhi is relaxed. It is not like
one is running all the time. My life in
Delhi was a lot more laid back, like a lazy
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2

Lala Babu Chaat
Bhandar
is famous for the
gobhi matar samosas

3

Bishan Swaroop
is known for its fruit
chaat and
aloo kulcha

4

Khandani Pakodewala
can dish out 10 types
of pakodas at any
given time

B

St Columba’s
School where Shah
Rukh Khan studied

C

Busy streets of
Old Delhi spice
market

5

Dilli Haat
Relish delicacies from
most Indian states here

ODYSSEY
NEW DELHI

D

Scan this
QR code for
a Youtube
video of Delhi
Tourism

To download the
e-version of this
story for your
tablet, log on to
www.airvistara.
com/trip/inflightmagazine

D

Relish tangy
golgappas in
Old Delhi

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
New Delhi from 11
destinations

winter afternoon that slowly passes
by. It feels so even now as soon as I
land here. In Delhi, you can leave your
house for leisure. In Mumbai, you leave
your house for work. Not that I mind
it, but the vibe is different. However,
Delhi also shocks me now. There are
so many flyovers that I can’t tell where
South Extension is and how does one
go to Gautam Nagar any more. So
you can easily abduct or waylay me.
Houses have grown vertically and
reduced expanse-wise. Many have
been converted into shops. The road
around Defence Colony Market was
so wide back when I was in Delhi that

four or five of us could walk on it sideby-side. Now, one would have to jostle
for space. In that sense, even Delhi is
becoming fast-paced.
In a scene in my film, Raju Ban Gaya
Gentleman, my character cribs,
“Bombay mein jagah hi nahin milti hai
pyaar karne ki” when he has to take his
girl to a car showroom and pretend to
be checking out a car just to kiss her.
In Delhi, one has ample options from
Jawaharlal Nehru University to Lodhi
Gardens and I hope this stays forever.
As told to Aarti Kapur Singh

POPULATION

16.3 Million
BEST TIME TO VISIT

Oct to Mar
LANGUAGES

Hindi, Urdu,
Punjabi &
English

Vistara journey...
October 15, 2015

October 15, 2015

October 19, 2015

Vistara wins an award for
Emerging Cargo Airline in
the India Cargo Awards for
West and South

Vistara celebrates 83rd
anniversary of India’s first
commercial flight by JRD Tata

Vistara forays into the
Land of the Rising
Sun - Japan
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PUNE

A

Shinde
Chhatri
Memorial

Pune changed my

idea of acting
National Film Award-winning
actor Rajkummar Rao spent
three crucial years of his
student life in Pune

P

une was the first city I spent
a significant time of my
life outside my hometown,
Gurgaon. I was there from 2005
to 2008, my diploma years
at the FTII, the place that changed my
very perception of acting from something
superficial to a meditative art form. Those
were the most wonderful years of my life
and it was Pune that made them so.
CITY SCAPE
It is a city that is extremely warm and
welcoming towards outsiders. Not as
expensive as Mumbai, so as a student, I
never had to worry about eating outside or
going for a movie. The weather is pleasant
through the year. Hardly a surprise that
it is a hub of students from all over the

world. But the most amazing thing about
Pune, especially the area where I spent
most of my time, is that nothing has
changed much from what it used to be.
CULINARY DELIGHTS
For a foodie, there are so many places
in Pune to go out and explore. It boasts
of a wide variety of restaurants serving
cuisines from all over the world. My
friends and I used to wait for Sunday,
when we would go out and try something
new at FC Road or Koregaon Park. I still
can’t forget Chaitanya’s scrumptious
paranthas, Vaishali’s South Indian stuff
and our visits to the German Bakery
in Koregaon Park. Even now, the bun
maska at Good Luck Cafe is a must-have
whenever I am in the city.

I still can’t forget Chaitanya’s scrumptious
paranthas, Vaishali’s South Indian delicacies and
our visits to the German Bakery in Koregaon Park
January 2016 | www.airvistara.com | 89
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MUST-VISITS

PUNE MEMOIRS
Considered the cultural capital of
Maharashtra, Pune is steeped in history,
heritage and culture. It has a flourishing
art, music and theatre scene and an
extremely friendly business environment.
My three years as an acting student at the
FTII were the most memorable years of
my life and Pune made them unforgettable
with its lovely weather, food and warmth.

Aga Khan Palace is an
architectural marvel
which was constructed
in 1892. It boasts of a
sprawling garden
Pataleshwar Cave
Temple, in the heart
of the city, dates back
to the 8th century. It is
dedicated to Lord Shiva
Osho Ashram is also
known as Rajneesh
Ashram after its
founder
National War Museum
is dedicated to army
personnel who laid
down their lives for the
country

B

Aga Khan
Palace

MUST-VISIT
For me, the best place in Pune is the
Shantaram pond at FTII. Sinhagarh
Fort and Hanuman Tekri are ideal for
small trekking experiences around the
city. For those interested in history,
Shaniwar Wada is the place to be. If you
love shopping, MG Road is full of outlets
and stores.

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Pune from
New Delhi

POPULATION

3.1 Million

BEST TIME TO VISIT

Sep to Mar

LANGUAGES

Marathi, Hindi and
Gujarati

Vistara journey...
October 21, 2015

October 26, 2015

November 06, 2015

Vistara launches daily flights
to Varanasi

Vistara announces
partnership with Taj
Holidays and Vivanta by TajDwarka, New Delhi

Vistara launches its
festive campaign,
#HamariPehliDiwali
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ODYSSEY
VARANASI

culture
The essence of

Kathak exponent Pandit Birju
Maharaj says Varanasi is one of
the most culturally-oriented cities
in India - blindingly colourful and
unrelentingly chaotic

A

A
A

A scenic
view of River
Ganga
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lthough I have never lived in
Varanasi, it has been forever
close to my heart as my wife
hails from the spiritual capital
of India. I have a number of
students from Varanasi (the city is also
known by two other names: Banaras and
Kashi), so there is definitely a bond that I
share with the city.

Though the crowd and the chaos on its
streets has increased manifold lately and
it can be a challenging task reaching the
historic Kashi Vishwanath Temple, the lanes
and by-lanes of the city remain the same.
Kabir Chaura, where saint Kabir spent his
early life and where reputed musicians
like Pt Kishan Maharaj, Pt Gopi Krishan,
Pt Samta Prasad and Pt Rajan and Sajan

Mishra hail from, still has strains of music
and dance steps streaming out of every
household.
And how can one forget shehnai maestro
Ustad Bismillah Khan who arrived in
Varanasi at the age of six and made it his
home forever. The ghats, the Ganga aarti
and the music filling the air is what bring

people back to Varanasi time and again. In
fact, even outsiders take pride in throwing
a gamchha (towel) on their shoulder and
moving about here on a cycle-rickshaw – a
sight characteristic to the city.
CULINARY DELIGHTS
There is no end to the delicacies of Varanasi,
the most famous being the kachori and the

And how can one forget
shehnai maestro Ustad
Bismillah Khan who
arrived in Varanasi at the
age of six and made it his
home forever
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Fun Fact
Pt Kishan Maharaj missed his
train once while waiting for his
Banarasi paan to get ready
C

Pehelwan ki lassi from Lanka area. I never
miss these whenever I happen to be in the
city. The unforgettable thandai and bhang
are really special too. And to top it all, the
world-famous Banarasi paan? You will be
surprised to know that Pt Kishan Maharaj
missed his train once while waiting for his
paan to get ready. He, however, was quite
non-nonchalant about it, “I can always get

Vistara claims Silver for ‘Best Domestic
Airline’ in the coveted Condé Nast
Travellers Reader’s Travel Awards
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Varanasi is known
as the spiritual
capital of India

C

Thandai is the
most famous
drink of the city

another train but once I am out of here, I will
not be able to have another Banarasi paan.”
TRADITIONALLY YOURS
Banarasis are easy-going spiritual people
and Varanasi, one of the most culturallyoriented cities in India. One of the oldest
living cities in the world, Varanasi continues
to hold on to its cultural identity despite

Vistara journey...
November 23, 2015

B

November 24, 2015
Axis Bank and Vistara join
hands to introduce co-branded
credit card

ODYSSEY
VARANASI

D

E

DOWN
THE
MEMORY
LANE

How many subsets and super-sets are there in geometry?

Many-a-times
while dancing,
I have
voluntarily
stopped my
performance
only to resume
after the
Ganga aarti
neighbouring cities like Kanpur,
Allahabad and Lucknow transforming
into amalgams of modernisation and
antiquity. The city is also an important
centre of knowledge and education with
over 20,000 students enrolled at one of
the largest residential universities in
Asia, the Banaras Hindu University.
VARANASI MEMOIRS
Anyone who loves Varanasi cannot but
be in love with the crowd at the Sankat
Mochan Temple. It has a small stage
and most often, the audience share it
with the performer. So, one needs to be
careful while dancing. With an extremely
learned gathering, the reverence comes
from within. Looking back, there are
loads of fond memories I have of the city.
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One of the most interesting ones is at the
Varanasi railway station. The platform at
the station has a slope instead of stairs,
for ease of moving luggage. Once on my
way to board a train, my luggage, being
carried by a porter, reached the slope
before me. By the time I caught up, a
bedroll from the luggage had started
rolling down the slope. I got so anxious
that it might hurt someone that I started
running after it. And what a sight it was!
An interesting aspect about Banarasis
is that a majority of them have a good
voice and their musical prowess is on
full display at weddings and other social
gatherings.
As told to Chandreyee Bhaumik

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Varanasi from
New Delhi

POPULATION (2011)
D

E

One must
enjoy a boat
ride by the
Ganga when
here
Banaras Hindu
University is one
of the largest
residential
universities in
Asia

3.6 Million

BEST TIME TO VISIT

Oct to Mar
LANGUAGES

Hindi and
Bhojpuri

KALEIDOSCOPE
TAROT

Yearly predictions 2016
Uncover the real you and find
out your destiny for this New
Year through the predictions by
tarot card reader Jai Madaan

aries

7 of Pentacles

This card indicates patience.
Arians, you may have to work
hard during the year and may
need to be patient for returns
on your efforts. This card also
tells you to keep doing what you
are doing; sustained effort will
bring you that return. For now,
you must continue. Don’t agree
to make any alterations you have
been considering during this year
related your personal issues.
You may have conflicts with your
partner. Be calm as problems
may be occur if the two of you
don’t live up to your promises.

gemini
Empress

This card symbolises femininity
and motherhood and may indicate
coming abundance and domestic
bliss. Your card signifies a
pregnancy or a new project that
needs to gestate and be nurtured
to fruition. A mother figure to you
or family could also be indicated.
This card represents loyalty to
friends. Like the royal figure on
your card, use your authority and
analytical power to help others
and to achieve your goals. Don’t
evade issues or twist the truth
around. Don’t trust others with
important information.
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taurus
9 of Swords

This card indicates nervousness,
impatience and restlessness.
You may be so worried about
something that you might have
trouble sleeping. Focus on the
superior effects and guard against
unnecessary anxiety. In order to
reach a fair outcome, you must put
your feelings and emotions aside.
When you reach the light at the end
of the tunnel of indecision, you can
make a serious attempt at quitting
those bad habits that you have
picked up over the years. You may
want to get involved in some kind of
creative group.

cancer
Justice

This card symbolises justice and
balance and suggests that it is
time for balance to return to a
situation via justice. The truth will
be out. But remember, justice for
one person, may not be justice for
another. As long as you have been
honest and true, you will have
nothing to fear. Contracts and legal
matters are also signified. You
have to weigh your desires against
your needs. In order to reach a
fair outcome, you must put your
feelings and emotions aside. Be
quiet about your intentions or ideas
that might bring added cash.

KALEIDOSCOPE
TAROT

leo

Three of Wands

This card indicates that your
plans are now well underway
and you are starting to consider
even more opportunities to
expand your current plans and
maximise on the potential of
your future. It is the first sign
of success after a difficult time.
Do not count your chickens just
yet though. Be careful not to
boast or celebrate just yet, wait
until all the results are in. For
now just be pleased that you are
doing a good job. Patience will
help you achieve your goals.

libra
Sun

A beautiful card indicating
the potential for great
happiness. A time when you
feel free and full of child-like
joy and vitality. With the
Sun shining on you anything
feels possible, so make the
most of this positivity. You
may have difficulty trying to
get your mate to understand
your position. Have patience.
It’s better to do something
energetic with your friends
instead. Try not to get into
disputes that will lead to
estrangements.

virgo

4 of Swords
This card shows a period of
relaxation and recuperation
after a challenging haul, with the
guarantee that, once revived,
you can and will return to the
challenge. This card sometimes
indicates grieving for something
you have lost. You may have
been working too hard, had a
particularly emotionally trying time
or physically your health needs
attention. Whatever the case, take
time and space from your routine.
Don’t show your temper when
dealing with the boss. Re-evaluate
your motives.

scorpio
Ace of Swords

This card may be the indication
of the beginning of a new and
better life. The first step may be
the hardest but the Ace of Swords
gives you the courage to take this
step. Keep a clear head and do
not give in to emotional outbursts.
This is a time of logical thinking,
patience and doing what needs to
be done. Take work home but be
sure to spend some time with your
mate. Work hard but without given
up on leisure. Secret affairs may
be brought out in the open. Don’t
donate more than you can afford in
order to impress others.

Vistara journey...
November 28, 2015

December 07, 2015

Vistara inducts ninth aircraft
in its fleet

A trip to Hyderabad for girls
from the Aarushi Shelter (SBT):
winners of the October 15 paper
plane flying competition
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sagittarius

capricorn

King of Cups

The Knight of Cups
The Knight of the Cups often
appears as a messenger, an
invitation or the arrival of someone
or something with an emotional
benefit. He offers an interesting
invitation, which will result in an
emotional experience that will
bring high energy and lift you to an
exhilarating state as new situations
appear from nowhere. Be open to
exploring your passions and your
grand ideas at this time. You may
find that you have been drawn to
a particular passion or hobby and
now is the time to start turning it
into something.

This card represents emotion,
creativity and the unconscious.
You have to be considerate in
your dealings with others. You
may need to understand why
strong feelings have surfaced
and how best to cope with
them. It is important that
you do not repress emotions.
Instead, explore them with
an open heart and an open
mind. And yes, try and think
as logically as you can. Don’t
confront a situation, if you
don’t feel you can go on with
something, keep your cool.

aquarius

pisces

The Hermit

King of Pentacles

This card indicates solitude and
loneliness. You need to slow down
and go within to focus on your
purpose in life. The image on this
card – an old man – represents
a person who is weary of the
outer world. When he retreats
to explore the mysteries of his
inner life, he becomes open and
innocent like a child. This card
indicates that you have gone
beyond the point of being critical
and you can now understand and
appreciate that the varied paths
people choose for themselves all
lead to the same higher purpose.

This card indicates a hard working
man who is capable of achieving
much through his thorough nature
and diligence. He is respected but
can be stubborn and conservative.
As the upright King of Pentacles
reflects a committed and devoted
partner, the reversal of this card
may indicate fear of commitment
or a strong desire not to be
committed to anyone. He may not
be as reliable or dependable as
initially thought, and instead he
has become overly controlling,
authoritative and possessive in
your relationship with him.

Vistara journey...
December 23, 2015

January 09, 2016

Vistara crosses the 1 million customers
mark in less than a year!

Vistara celebrates its first
anniversary
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miracles of

NUMEROLOGY
SANDHIYA MEHHTA
Numerologist and
Vastu Consultant

Sandhiya Mehta is a Ace Numerologist, vast expert and now a worldwide brand
who represents success and growth, for herself and for people she counsels. She
has expanded the numerological field with her research and knowledge, and with
advanced experiences has helped her to help every human soul in return, to guide
them to their enchanting dreams, gain power over their fortunes and to come alive.
With an aura of bright lights and her charismatic personality, she has achieved of
what many dream. She is in the field for more than thirty years, and in this journey
has helped and exchanged energies and ideas, guided people to lead better lives,
has received dozens of honours and recognitions, like ‘The Nari Ratna award, Indira
Gandhi Priyadarshani Award, Rastriya Ratan award, Mahila Shiromani award, 4p
Brand recognitions, ‘The Global Indian Leaders excellence award and many more
such appreciations.
————Numerology is the most accurate predictive science, and has evolved from the ages
of people counting stars as numerical references to today where we add up all the
calculations and we have an outcome that guides you to the events in your life, and
stay prepared for them. It just does not give you knowledge, it empowers you to
plan, sketch your future, grow as a person, rise and shine.
“To a person who seeks success, my system will bring success, happiness and
prosperity. And to those who are already successful it will bring sustainability,
positive reinforcements, further success and introduce to a new and higher
perspective and lifestyle.”
The Journey to my methods
“I am someone who has evolved, and with every step of my life have just tried to be
better in what I love, I don't just predict your future, I communicate, consult and
help you empower your energies.”
Every person is having an energy, a combination and each combination is different,
hence they have only certain types of energy and lack other ones. This is what
makes us human, that we can’t be perfect but we have to strive to be. My exclusive
research and study of missing numbers in your birth graph helps me to determine
what are the strong energies that I can see in you and uplift the missing energies
to suit to your dreams and ambitions. With my years or research and extremely
positive results, I help these missing energies in your graph. Its like providing
nutrition to a body, by way of simple remedies and self improvement tools that I
have developed by myself.
Spotlight 2016
Being no 9, this year will have lot of closures, movement, aggression, push all your
pending work to complete regarding business, property, jobs etc. Things will gain
speed and a lot of changes are deemed to happen. Although it will be very difficult
to control its direction, frustrations, anger, fights will henceforth happen. Avoid
litigations court cases, 4 & 7 beware of accidents and mis occurrences. Natural
calamities might happen, be safe.
The curious case of 4 & 8
“In my research, nearly 70% people are connected to these numbers, and this loop
then influences your further generations too.’
One usually guards themselves because we have all heard a lot about
disappointments and delays, sorrows and hardships of 4 & 8 and with 7 they form a
trio of these energies. But I see them powerful steroids, to be handled carefully. Then
I will channelize it to positive planning and maximise your fortune’s profits. Feel
blessed if you belong to them, we will empower your life and, learn through 4 & 8 and
reap more fruits of your hard work than you would have previously did. Handle your
energies well, because only in the right hands they will empower with 4 & 8.

Is life simpler without 4 & 8: The other side of the story
Individually every number has its massive merits but if it doesn’t get the support of
your fadic/destiny number it cannot do much for you. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very powerful
numbers and should get magnanimous success as per individual calculations, but
if you are still struggling and have faced certain problems you should try and
understand your state of energies and detangle the web, to create a free path for
your future.
“A bright star has its own energy, but lighting a lamp in the dark is much more
meaningful.” We all are a mix of many numbers, their combinations play us
differently and affects us differently. We have to empower these combinations in
our fortune, to achieve what is extraordinary, which makes us exemplary
individuals, that help themselves and in addition help their families, society, help
someone in need who looks unto you.
“We have seen the sunrise, but to feel the warmth of it we have to wake up every
day.” And every one of us should strive to be more than what we can be, I do so, so
should you. And let My Numerology help you and prepare you for this serene but
extraordinary life.
My advice
“Knowledge empowers you, and there is nothing more powerful than to understand
yourself, your potentials, what holds you back, what drives you forward.” I provide
you this knowledge about yourself, though numerology. Knowledge about
finances, career, turnaround years, lucky dates, months, years, things that help you
have a strong backup plan for everything in life. “No mantra, fasting, name changes
singularly guarantees you anything. Ultimately its you who has to foresee the
future, and I help you to do so.” Follow a simplistic solution that I call Sandhiya
Meh
Mehhta’s remedy system, and we will work on your energies and align them in the
right direction
The Success road ahead
There is a Buddhist saying, “You yourself must strive; the Buddha’s just point the way.”
There are no criteria to evaluate what the results of the remedies are; I just believe
in helping who believe in the power of universe. If you believe in yourself and the
universe let me just show you a direction, you yourself will lead on the right path
and achieve the results within no desired time. I have received tremendous positive
feedbacks to have faith in the universe myself.
“I am not god; I just understand my field of work and use it to help people, guide
them and provide them with some efficient ways to be happy, peaceful,
ever-glorious and a good part of our society & I continue to achieve results with all
my clients."- Sandhiya Mehhta.
For any further personalised details about yourself or your family, children,
guidelines to positive living, numerological analysis of yourself and SANDHIYA
MEHHTA’S REMEDY tools, write in or call up on the following:
Sandhiya Mehhta / Yellow soul
+91 – 9819921673, +91 9769071673
HO: Mumbai: 022-26371670, 71
Delhi: +91-9654483695
Email: contact.yellowsoul@gmail.com
Website: www.yellowsoul.in

háß>ßYÁ¹Óµ¹h½à=ÖòßàÁÁ¶ßàÂßh¹ÓÁîhÖßñÁåÖß½=½Ykßßę Á½hòß åµàhÖĘģbß
chíhµÁÓhdßTòß-=½cñ>ß hà>ßîàßhíhÖòßYÁ½Úåµà=àÁ¾Ôģ
Follow us for daily predictions:

@SandhiyaMehta

Sandhiya.Mehhta

NOTE: We really appreciate your interest in this article and look further to hear from you. Please let someone else read this article after you and
kindly do not tear of the page. You can take a note of the contact details and feel free to communicate. Rise and shine.
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Marine Diver Indian Ocean
Self-winding movement. Water-resistant to 300 m.
Stainless steel/rose gold case. Limited Edition.

ahmedabad: luxury Time 26469797/98. bangalore: Zimson (ub city) 40982100. chandigarh: Talwar Watch co. (elante mall) 4028500/01, Talwar Jewellery house 2705151.
chennai: helvetica (express mall) 28464095. delhi: Johnson Watch co (cP) 32315645, (s. ext) 41646766. gurgaon: Kapoor Watch co. (ambience mall) 4665500/6467711.
hyderabad: KWc luxurio (Jubilee hills) 65795916, 23558621. meena Jewellers (gVK one) 67467758. indore: awadhi 4070581. Kochi: swiss Watch boutique 42091420.
KolKaTa: ganga expressions 40071408. mumbai: rose: The Watch bar 23620275/77, Watches of switzerland 26402511, swiss Paradise 28980507/08, Timekeepers-The Watch
boutique 22640000. Pune: cT Pundole & sons (m.g. road) 26343685/87.
duTy Free: eThos, delhi international airport, new delhi.
For information or catalogue contact: info@swiss-promotion.com
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